Rules for the aftercare (NAB) Grade 5 and 6
1.

2.

Learners of grade 5 and 6 are not allowed to stay unattended on the school ground. Therefore those who are
signed in for aftercare have to show up at the NAB daily until 2:35pm. They are only allowed to attend those
extra murals, trainings and private lessons that their parents signed them in for. Ten minutes after the extra
mural has ended they shall be back on the aftercare premises.
The aftercare takes place on the playground up to the yellow line. From 2:30 pm onwards playing is allowed
up to the big Jungle Gym. Inside the building are the playroom (C3) and the homework rooms

3.

In case of absence from the aftercare without permission, my parents will be informed in writing. In case of
recurrence, I will get excluded from aftercare.

4.

If I don’t leave with the 4 o’clock bus, I have to be fetched and signed out from the aftercare. It is not allowed
to wait at the parking area or gate before 5pm.

5.

I shall work for a minimum of 30 Minutes on my homework or school matters each day. In the homework
room it has to be silent, so that everybody can work concentrated. If I behave in a disruptive manner, I might
be asked to move my place, maybe also to another room. I show my homework book to the NAB teacher and
let him tick off the exercises I completed.

6.

I show respect towards the aftercare teachers, follow the rules and listen to what they have to say, without
long discussions.

7.

I respect my school mates; I am friendly and careful with their belongings. I don’t go to their lockers and
don’t touch their schoolbags.

8.

I will treat the toys in the playroom and on the primary school ground carefully. I don’t throw things around.
Before I am leaving the NAB, I put my toys away.

9.

The code of conduct applies also in the afternoon. Dress-code and Electronic-device-policy will be handled in
the same way as in the morning. It is not allowed to use leather balls or electronic devices like I-Phones or
mobiles during NAB time. The aftercare teacher can take those things away and hand them in at the
secretariat.

10.

If I don’t follow the rules, I have to face the same consequences as in the morning: additional exercises, not
allowed to play outside, have to attend detention lesson, get a written reprimand or will be excluded from
aftercare

I have understood the rules of the aftercare and will follow them.

.................................................................
name of learner
............................................
Date, place

............................
grade

........... ......................................
signature of learner

